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You do not rise to the
level of your goals.
You fall to the level of
your systems.

Clear, James. Atomic Habits. New York, Penguin Random House, 2018.

Key questions around implementation of the CAP
How are we trying to do it?

What is our system for trying to do it?

At any given moment, how will we know if we’re on track to succeed?

If we’re not on track, why and what are we going to do about it?
* Adapted from “Deliverology - from Idea from Implementation” – McKinsey & Company

Key tenants of implementing the CAP
2. DEFINE SUCCESS

1. ESTABLISH
ROADMAP

Set criteria for success
and performance
metrics

Set Targets, Goals,
Direction & Context

5. ENSURE
TRANSPARENCY
Create Visibility of
this process to the
public

3. DEVELOP
DELIVERY PLAN
Establish delivery of
actions, collect
metrics &,
trajectories

4. TRACK PROGESS
Establish Routines &
hold robust dialogues
about performance
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1. The CAP is the comprehensive “Roadmap”
CAP sets TARGETS

GHG Targets
Net Zero By 2040

CAP sets GOALS

Climate Action Goals for Each Sector
Increase EVs to at least 25% of all private
vehicles registered, and by 2040, increase
EVs to 100%

CAP sets DIRECTION

Strategies & Actions
Strategy: Where motor vehicle use or
travel is necessary, accelerate the adoption
of zero-emissions vehicles (ZEVs) and other
electric mobility options
Action: By 2024, launch a pilot to advance
the use of ZEVs, e-bikes, and other lowcarbon modes for door-to-door goods and
meal delivery services.

2. The CAP describes criteria for ”Success” & Metrics

Your goal is your desired
outcome. Your system is the
collection of daily habits that
will get you there.

Clear, James. Atomic Habits. New York, Penguin Random House, 2018.

3. Develop a “Delivery Plan”
The delivery plan helps set expectation for progress, track
resources and flag areas where support is needed
A. Milestones
Project tracking tool to help teams
optimize where resources are
deployed and when

B. Indicators
Identification of metrics that will be
used to track success including data
owner and frequency

* Adapted from “Deliverology - from Idea from Implementation” – McKinsey & Company

C. Trajectories
Quarterly target setting for each
indicator to allow for progress tracking
and to flag resourcing needs

3A. Map milestones to successfully deliver actions
Milestones are grouped into five categories

Research &
Planning

Coalition
Building &
Stakeholder
Engagement

Developing
and
Passing
Policies &
Regulations

Performance
Implementation Management &
&
Metric Tracking
Support

3A. Milestones – Track activity/processes completed
Phase

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

Research &
Planning

Engage
relevant city
depts

Plan for EV
dealer leaders
program agreed
upon

Coalition
building and
stakeholder
engagement

Key Stakeholders
interviews
concluded

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

Q1 2023

Q2 2023

Q3 2023

Q4 2023

Communicatio
n/promotion
program
planned

Q1 2024

Q1 2024

All internal
depts on board
and plans
created

Plan for EV
dealer leaders
program agreed
upon with three
partner
dealerships

Website
Updated and
social media
campaign
implemented

Passing
legislation or
policy

Implementation
and support

Performance
Management &
Metric Tracking

Training
program
developed and
pilot tested

Dealership
Reps given
training

Promotion
initiated

Sales reps
promoting EVs

Track EV
Sales

3B. Indicators

Ensure completeness of metrics
Determine data owner and frequency of data collection
Collect baseline data

3C. Trajectories

Set trajectories for metrics.
A trajectory is a series of interim targets for the metrics
that set an annual or other agreed upon frequency that
plots the path of the metric between now and when
success is reached.

4. Establish routines to track progress
Establish routines to drive discussion and accountability
Project Teams

Program Teams
Update

Executive Teams
Update

Mayor Stocktake

1-2 Weeks

4 Weeks

8 Weeks

Quarterly

●

Planning

●

Problem solving

●

●

Project
management of
implementation
Agree to next
steps

●

●

Implementation
progress

●

Implementation
progress

Success, learnings
& barriers

●

Strategic decision
making about next
steps

4. Establish routines to track progress
Departments/Project
Team’s Purview

SFE to Facilitate

Project Teams

Program Teams
Update

Executive Teams
Update

Mayor Stocktake

1-2 Weeks

4 Weeks

6 - 8 Weeks

Quarterly

●

Planning

●

Problem solving

●

●

Project
management of
implementation
Agree to next
steps

●

●

Implementation
progress

●

Implementation
progress

Success, learnings
& barriers

●

Strategic decision
making about next
steps

This process should give a timely view of performance with
appropriate level of detail and it should not overly burden city departments

SFE will facilitate information for mayor stocktake
Sample Only
Delivery Plan

Metrics

Goals

Targets

Climate Action Goals

Successes
52 News mentions
302 Social Media mentions
21 stakeholder meeting
582 citizens reached
3% increase in transit ridership
4% decrease in commercial
energy use

Challenges
Great highway legislation delayed
at SFOS
Accept & Expend for EV charging
having contracting issues
No resources for building impact
analysis

Ensure transparency
SFE will Develop an online public dashboard to measure progress and
track climate and equity metrics
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Source: California Dept of
Transportation
Measurement Period: 2002- 2019
Last Updated: 2020
Transportation generated 47% of San
Francisco GHG emissions. Reducing
the number of miles driven by private
vehicles will reduce emission, reduce
crashes and reduce air pollution. This
will improve health impacts of
households who live next to freeways,
which are often low-income and
communities of color.

Sample Only

Preliminary feedback from Department
• Shifting from planning to implementation is challenging
• Need to keep reporting simple and high level
• Reporting cadence needs to be less in the beginning and not a
burden on departments

Your goal without a plan, is
just a wish.

Questions for discussion
What should be the role of the commission in CAP implementation?

What level of involvement is appropriate?

Do you have any routines or best practices that have worked well in the
past around plan implementation that you would like to share?

Thank You!
Cyndy Comerford
San Francisco Department of Environment
Climate Program Manager
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